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UK MACRO UPDATE: POLITICAL RISK 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Political uncertainty is a key risk to the UK’s increasingly solid recovery. There is plenty happening, not all of it good, on all 

three key events over the next year or so. We do not expect European elections (22 May), Scottish referendum (19 Septem-

ber) or the general election (7 May 2015) to derail the UK recovery. We expect the UK to grow 3.0% in 2014 and 3.3% in 

2015, driven in part by a surge in business investment. But there is a chance that the political climate weighs on business 

investment and holds back the recovery 

 

Of the three key events, the European elections and the general election are most likely to throw up results that hurt in-

vestment. The opposition Labour party are four-five points ahead in the opinion polls for the general election, enough to 

give them perhaps a 60 seat majority next year. A big win for the anti-EU United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) at 

the 22 May European elections could help Labour’s election chances in 2015 – because UKIP takes votes from the Con-

servatives – and raise the potential for Scotland to vote itself out of the UK. 

 

If the conservative party win the general election, then an EU-referendum beckons with the result likely to be very close. 

That could hurt investment. Labour also have some potentially damaging economic policies. A 20-month energy price 

freeze will hold back vital investment. Yesterday Ed Balls, Shadow Chancellor, announced a series of potential tax rises – 

from a mansion tax, through cutting higher earners incentives to save in pensions, to raising bank levies - that Labour, if 

they return to power in 2015, could use to fund workfare for young long-term unemployed people. Workfare is not neces-

sarily a bad idea, although it does have a mixed history. Trying a carrot as well as a stick to get the long-term unemployed 

back to work could be helpful. But using tax increases, and especially varying tax rates from one year to the next, to fund 

that spending is in principal a bad idea. It raises the risks of other tax rises, debate about whether others will be hit, and 

makes long-term planning difficult. That in-turn breeds uncertainty about the viability of long-term projects. 

 

The risk of Scotland voting itself out of the UK is low at the moment. But the European elections could affect that. UKIP 

are likely to make big gains on 22 May, which could make the UK seem a less attractive place to be a part of for the relative-

ly Europhile Scots. Ex-Prime Minister Gordon Brown weighed into the independence debate yesterday by suggesting fur-

ther devolution of powers to Scotland (and the other constituent countries of the UK). That type of idea remains the most 

likely outcome in our view, with the “no” vote to independence still solidly ahead in the polls. If other independence de-

bates are any guide though, the polls could narrow as we approach the 19 September vote. Scotland exiting would be a 

calamity for the UK recovery. The huge uncertainty it would create – what currency would Scotland use, for instance – 

would almost certainly hit Scotland hard, and the rump-UK badly too.  
 


